Audi s4 b8 exhaust
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polished stainless performance, we have exhaust pipes, mufflers, resonators, and catalysts
from the most respected suppliers in the business. Go loud, stay soft, look good with exhaust
parts and systems from ECS Tuning. Performance exhaust systems increase flows to improve
throttle response and add power. Designed to reduce backpressure, our large selection of
performance exhaust parts and systems is commonly made from premium materials like
stainless steel. Many are TIG welded and polished to make them as attractive as they are
functional. Exhaust tips come in black, polished stainless, or chrome to add a great styling
accent to your exhaust. Available as a replacement or upgrade, most install easily, using
common hand tools. Handcrafting a one-of-a-kind exhaust for a custom application? Need to
repair or alter an existing exhaust system? ECS Tuning stocks a large inventory of replacement
pipes, exhaust accessories, and universal catalytic converters, available in many sizes to match
your project. Oxygen sensors, catalytic converters, and other critical emissions components
not only cause Check Engine Lights when they fail, but they'll also keep you from registering
your car. Make sure your emissions system is functioning properly so you can continue to drive
your car legally. Original Equipment OE suppliers are companies that provide vehicle makers
with parts and products used in the original vehicle manufacturing process. ECS Tuning has
access to these companies and products, making their parts available to our customers. ECS
Tuning is not affiliated with any automobile manufacturers. Cancel Add. Create Account. Enter
your email address below and instructions to reset your password will be emailed to you.
Please try again, or Reset Your Password. Email Password Password must be at least 8
characters. Passphrase Zip Code. Performance Exhaust Parts. Exhaust Tips. Universal Exhaust
Parts. Exhaust Emission Parts. OE Exhaust Parts. Exhaust Tools. If you want a stately sedan
with plenty of power from the factory and massive potential for aftermarket improvements, the
B8 or B8. With its 3. With the earliest B8s becoming increasingly affordable, even in pristine
condition, and the B8. However, if you intend to scoop one for yourself, you should know what
to expect on the front end so you can prepare for potential repairs. The early model B8 S4 had
two inherent weaknesses that were corrected under recall. Both the Water Pump and the
Thermostat for model B8 S4s were subject to multiple recalls due to failures. The Water Pump
housing originally was plastic but was revised with a metal housing version. Check under the
supercharger for a visual inspection if you are looking at a B8 produced before The thermostat
is harder to visually inspect, as it is inside the thermostat housing. You should check the
service records to see if the recall has been performed. For a safe bet, you can replace it
yourself as well as perform the cooling system refresh with our Assembled by ECS Cooling
System Refresh kit. According to some owners, the sunroof deflector creates noise with the
windows down that has been described as less than comfortable. Your sunroof may or may not
have had this replaced. The correct part number for the updated version is 8DA. In B8. This is
the result of software issues and can only be fixed by a dealership software update. However,
the fix has yet to be found and dealerships will notify affected owners once it becomes
available. There have been multiple updates to technical service bulletins but no permanent
solution has come from Audi. If you are worried about excessive clutch noise and are planning
to upgrade your S4, it might be in your best interest to upgrade your clutch system with one of
our performance kits. If you want to learn more about our lightweight flywheel option and clutch
upgrades, our article explaining how they improve your B8 is a great place to begin. There is an
updated parts list from Audi, which solves the noise issue, but we always look for an
improvement, not just a replacement. If you are concerned with brake noise and are planning to
add more power, it is probably a good idea to make the switch to more aggressive brake
options. Our list of brake upgrades will have what you need, be it a service kit or an upgraded
performance brake kit. With a bit of knowledge on the front end, you can make a wise purchase
decision and know what to expect. Since this list is fairly short and nothing is excessively
dangerous or worrisome, you can expect a solid ownership experience. These are excellent
vehicles full of tons of potential. For a good source of upgrades and modifications, check out
some of our articles on how to improve your B8 S4 for power and performance as well as
handling upgrades and more. Previous Next. View Larger Image. Related Posts. Toggle Sliding
Bar Area. Product description. Absolutely, positively no cutting or welding required for
installation O2 sensor bungs would need to be added to factory downpipes, we are currently
developing a downpipe with a HFC Of course, EuroCode Tuning would never offer a product to
our customers without first testing it on our own in-house S4, here are the findings. Customer
feedback. There have been no reviews. Add your own review. Select Your Vehicle. Read Full
Description. Currently Unavailable. Contact us for more info. Ask a Question. Add to wish list.
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more info. Make Model Year Engine Audi. Some people may argue that everything that made the
Audi A4 good then became better when the high performance variant, the S4, showed up. It just
performs better. Can it be even better? Of course. No car is perfect. The B8 has been in
production in-between and Since all S4s are direct ramifications of the A4s, the design and
foundation of this S4 generation were both extensions of the Audi B8 A4. The first difference
that set the B8 apart from its previous B7 and B6 was the compression of the offer itself. Unlike
the other aforementioned models, it would only be available in two body styles. They geared
their creativity toward the Audi S5 cabriolet instead, as well as the new coupe. Audi made what
was considered at the time a bold transition, swapping the 4. In its place came the smaller
supercharged 3. It became a famous component which managed to complement the classic
6-speed gearbox and the S-Tronic DSG transmission alike. The past B6 and B7 models
managed to top the North American preference lists with their 4. The B8, on the other hand, had
the 3. It replaced the 3. The 3. Despite the nature of the car, full throttle can really take its toll on
Audi A4 exhausts , which ends up sounding strained. The OEM is heavy and intrusive. With a
slightly more inspired design choice, the exhaust pipes could have contributed to the
aggressive look of the B8 and increased it exponentially. You can fix all of these problems by
using the right kinds of Audi S4 exhausts. It mostly depends on budget, features, and what the
car owner is looking for. AWE Tuning is in for the performance boost of your car, as they
proudly claim on their website. Some of their finest builds are track-tested carbon fiber intakes,
performance intercoolers, and, of course, exhaust systems. Their official location is at New
Jersey Motorsports Park and they offer free online tours to all visitors of their website. The
company has been catering to the needs of brands that are prominent names in the world of
luxury automobiles. Admittedly, their collaborations have been rather inclined towards
European VAG products. The best way to explain it is through examples, which are Volkswagen,
Porsche, Lamborghini, Bentley, and Audi. The reason why AWE Tuning is so high up on the
lists of Audi S4 exhausts of many different sources is for their relentless dedication. Their
commitment has helped them plummet to the top of the tops. One of their many fortes is that
they can appease both the owners thirsty for speed and casuals. They provide Touring and
Track Editions, which are perfect for those wishing to polish the purr of their B8 and those
wishing to set the racetracks ablaze, respectively. This system will help you get rid entirely of
the dull factory exhaust, replacing it from the catalytic converters to the quad exhaust tips. I
was under constant shock! REMUS prides itself with the top-notch and highly advanced
technical and technological means of production. Audi S4 exhausts are among those. In order
to shape up the exhausts and other parts that made them famous, they make use of latest
technologies. They include hydro forming, laser cutting, and CNC controlled pipe bending
machines. The company also manages to create an ideal
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balance between automatic and manual means of production, combining machine efficiency
with a humane touch. Top-notch acoustic, thermal, and mechanical properties are the elements
that define the REMUS exhaust systems. This Research and Development department was
rebooted and reopened in Exhaust systems bear a particular and unmistakable throaty roar,
making them perfect for anyone wishing to hear the power. As we all know, though, the more
varied the offering, the harder it is to make a decision. Your email address will not be published.
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to Blog Email Address Subscribe. The Audi Rs4 might be an auto buff's dream machine. This
outstanding vehicle was initially available only as a wagon. Pin It on Pinterest. This website
uses cookies to ensure you get the best experience on our website. Learn more. Got it!

